
YOU CAN’T CONTROL THE ELEMENTS, BUT YOU CAN CHANNEL THEM.



Introducing:
The Multi-Utility Floor Box
from Wiremold/Legrand.
Multi-Utility
The only unit that is UL Listed to U.S. and Canadian Safety
Standards as a complete floor box assembly. They’re designed
to accommodate all of your high-load utility service needs
including power, communications, audio/video, plumbing and
compressed air. And TopGuard™ protection ensures that water,
dirt and debris can’t enter power and communications
compartments.

Portable Power Distribution Unit
More power and more flexibility on the convention floor:
The PPDU can be configured to accommodate the number of
outlets you need and can accept power cords up to 60A. Unlike
most boxes, the PPDU has individual circuit breakers for each
outlet, so the whole box won’t shut down if one receptacle does.
You can plug the PPDU into aWiremold/Legrand floor box and
power several trade show booths at once. It’s also ideal for use
in casinos, hotels and motels, arenas and stadiums, university
complexes, as well as military and industrial facilities.

When water service is required, a main divider is added
to isolate the electrical/communications compartments
from the water compartment to provide maximum safety.
Drains are supplied in the required size. Compressed air
is also available.

Floor Boxes with Prewired Electrical Sub-Assemblies can
be ordered. To simplify installation by eliminating field
cutting, boxes are supplied with factory pre-punched
conduit entry locations and brackets, as needed. For
prewired units, the only electrical connections required
are at the main panel.

Hinged covers, with 180° opening assembly, or unhinged
covers are available.

The Multi-Utility Floor Box can be fed by an existing infloor
distribution system such as Walker® Underfloor Duct.

Depending on enclosure size, units are available with a
variety of combinations of large and small covers. Covers
are available in flush design for tile or with 1/4" recess to
accommodate carpeting. Flush covers are provided with
a no-slip surface.

This unit features 30A Receptacles, along with 20A GFCI
Receptacles, Circuit Breakers (prewired to receptacles),
and 100A Watertight Pin and Sleeve Devices. Wiremold®

Multi-Utility Floor Boxes are available with 200, 100, 60,
50, 30, 20 and 15 amp devices.

WITH INNOVATION BUILT INTO
EVERY FLOOR BOX ASSEMBLY.

Maximum load rating of 32,000 lbs.
with a 2.0 safety factor.



The cover assembly is load rated at 10,000
lbs. It also offers easy access to devices for
power, communications and/or A/V.

Ballroom Box
For large rooms that are reconfigured
frequently to meet changing demands,
the Wiremold® Ballroom Box offers
both large capacity and the aesthetic
options normally found only in smaller
boxes. It can accommodate power,
communications and A/V devices. The
cover assembly is load rated up to
10,000 lbs. And, with a carpet cutout
area, it can blend into any décor. The
Ballroom Box allows easy access to
devices through the cover assembly and
is scrub water compliant for carpet or
tile floors. Ideal for convention centers,
hotels, casinos and more.

A cutout in the cover lets you match carpet
or tile, so the Ball Room Box blends into any
room’s décor.

The Ballroom Box was designed for large rooms where
heavy equipment is used to rearrange tables, furniture
and more to suit changing needs.



Choose from a
wide range of cover
options, including
custom paint colors.

Configure the Wall Box
to your exact needs
for power, data and
wall construction.

Egress doors let you
use the Wall Box,
while keeping the
main doors closed.
The box is also
lockable.

Now you have the option of adding the
capacity of a convention center floor box
to a wall or column. The Wiremold® Wall
Box is custom designed to meet your
exact specs for internal requirements
and wall construction. It can be flush or
surface mounted. You can configure it to
meet your specific needs, with separate

power and data compartments. And
you have a wide range of cover options:
Stainless Steel, Brushed Aluminum or
Powder Coat Paint in the color of your
choice. Just like a floor box, the Wall
Box has egress doors that let you keep
the main doors closed while the box
is in use.

Wall Box
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A dated multi-utility floor box damaged by the
effects of water entry.

Wiremold/Legrand offers custom services to bring
antiquated floor boxes up to date.

Wiremold/Legrand
60 Woodlawn Street
West Hartford, CT 06110
Telephone: 1-800-621-0049
Fax: 1-860-232-2062

In Canada
570 Applewood Crescent
Vaughan, Ontario L4K 4B4
Telephone: 1-800-723-5175
Fax: 1-905-738-9721

BRING OLDER FACILITIES INTO THE 21ST CENTURY
WITH THE IDEAL RETROFIT SOLUTION.

Until today, one of the biggest dilemmas facing thousands of older convention
centers, stadiums, ballrooms, casinos and hotel facilities was how to deal with
unusable multi-utility floor boxes. Reasons making these units unusable include:

• Water damage in non-scrub water approved boxes.
• The inability of the original manufacturer to adapt the existing box to evolving technology.
• The original manufacturer is no longer in business, making replacement parts for upgrades unavailable.

Now Wiremold/Legrand wants the owners and managers of these facilities to
know we have the specialized custom capabilities to upgrade these older boxes
to today’s higher standards.

Wiremold Engineering will work with you to:

• Manufacture new power, communication, A/V, water and plumbing services that will retrofit into
almost any existing box regardless of its age.

• In addition, we have the ability to provide new scrub water approved cover assemblies that transform
older boxes into sealed units that can not be destroyed by the effects of water entry.

To find out how we can help you upgrade your aging floor boxes, contact your
Wiremold/Legrand representative.

www.wiremold.com

Auditoriums Places of Worship Theaters Convention Centers Casinos

DESIGNED TO HANDLE ANY HIGH-LOAD APPLICATION.


